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The continuing discussion about the na-
ture and value of education in the United 
States has led to another book. This one, 
from four authors, is slim in volume and 
content. Its purpose and audience are not 
entirely clear. Its approach is primarily 
historical and its emphasis is on elemen-
tary and secondary education, chiefly as 
practiced in public schools in the United 
States. 
''Where we have been and where we are 
likely to go form a continuous dialogue, 
involving our intellects and our pas-
sions," (p. 111) the four authors observe 
in a concluding chapter. In some detail, 
they explore the history of such curricu-
lum developments as those emanating 
from the School Mathematics Study 
Group (SMSG) and resulting in such pro-
grams as Man: A Course of Study 
(MACOS). With the perspective of time, 
those efforts of the 1960s can be viewed 
and evaluated. Brought into being by the 
virtual panic about being behind in educa-
tion that the launching of Sputnik caused 
in the United States, these efforts at curric-
ulum change began at the national level 
and were based on national concerns. 
Their final failures to achieve universal 
adoption can be attributed to several char-
acteristics: the commitment and enthusi-
asm they stimulated did not survive the 
several generations of communication 
necessary to bring them to every teacher 
in every classroom; teachers were not suf-
ficiently engaged in their development 
and were in fact reluctant to incorporate 
the new curricula; and, finally, the endur-
ing conflict between striving for excellence 
and working toward equality in education 
practically did them in. Lazerson and his 
fellow authors return repeatedly to the 
theme of this conflict. All too often, efforts 
to achieve excellence are seen as threaten-
ing the prospects of providing equal op-
portunity. 
Exploring another area in some detail, 
the authors present an interesting per-
spective of vocational education and con-
clude that ''The debate about vocational 
education is not really about education for 
work. Rather, it is about the tendency of 
school programs to perpetuate social 
class, racial, and gender inequalities and 
about the tendency of vocational pro-
grams to demand less critical reasoning 
and fewer literacy skills than students 
• have a rightto expect" (p. 58-59). Their ar-
gument is well reasoned, and it is compa-
rable to the statement they make about the 
incorporation of computers into educa-
tional . programs. Computers are being 
provided more generously in schools in 
the more advantaged communities, and 
the large sums being spent on computer 
software suggest that one of the chief val-
ues of computers-stimulating creativity 
and discovery-may not be achieved. Fur-
ther, since computers are associated with 
mathematics programs, where male stu-
dents typically predominate, they may 
cause another ''gender inequality'' as 
identified by these authors. 
Remarkable in a book by several authors 
are the integrity and clarity of the text. 
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There are occasional lapses, 'as when they 
refer to "a flair of unreality," or fail to at-
tribute a comment to an initial, rather than 
to a secondary source. Their view of edu-
cation is wholesome and holistic. Since all 
are or were (Bailey, evidently the mentor 
of the group of authors, is dead) associ-
ated with schools of education, their de-
'fense of teachers and clear recognition of 
their special problems are expected and 
understandable. Less clear, as noted ear-
lier, is what the audience for this book 
may be. While one might wish to skim 
over some of the more detailed comments, 
the lay reader should find the book pro-
vocative and informative. The pity is that 
multiple copies of this book are likelier to 
be found on the shelves of academic or 
professional libraries rather than in the 
"Current and Choice" bins of public li-
braries where they would have a good 
chance to find the literate, concerned au-
dience the book is meant to reach.-Peggy 
Sullivan, College of Professional Studies, 
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb. 
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It is in the maelstrom of current contro-
versy about access to published informa-
tion that one can appreciate The Right to In-
formation. The Right to Information is the 
published proceedings of the twenty-first 
annual symposium sponsored by the • 
alumni and faculty of the Rutgers Gradu-
ate School of Library and Information Sci-
ence held on April 1, 1982. The book con-
sists of four essays and an extensive 
bibliography about right-to-information 
issues. The latter emphasizes such issues 
as access to government information, the 
right to privacy, private versus public sec-
tor competition in the dissemination of in-
formation, censorship, and the role of 
technology. What is remarkable is that 
this conference was held three years ago 
and the debate is as heated as ever. 
"The Right to Privacy vs. the Right to 
Know'' by Edward Blaustein is a balanced 
essay about the First Amendment. Irving 
Louis Horowitz' article on "Librarians, 
Publishers and the New Information Envi-
ronment'' discusses many issues includ-
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ing copyright and publishing in an envi-
ronment that is essentially electronic. The 
private sector is represented by Paul 
Zurkowski's contribution that focuses on 
the AT&T divestiture and the distribution 
of Medline, among other problems. The 
last essay by Shirley Echelman, ''The 
Right to Know: The Librarian's Responsi-
bilities" rounds out what must have been 
a truly stimulating conference. 
The words "right to information" bring 
to mind two discrete concepts: the right to 
publish and the right to access published 
information. For the first of these con-
cepts, consider the obstacles an idea must 
go through before making its way into 
print. From the conception of the idea to 
its printed form, editorial judgments, 
market conditions, and distribution net-
works must be faced. Once these obstacles 
have been overcome, there are other hur-
dles, mostly external and sometimes in-
visible. Pressure and special interest 
groups certainly fall into these categories. 
Then there is the governmental presence 
that controls book and magazine rates that 
are admittedly still preferential. It is also 
the government that passes regulatory 
actions such as copyright legislation that 
can have a major impact on the printed 
word. 
Once this outer veneer is stripped away, 
there is the more direct threat of the cen-
sor. In the narrow sense, censorship is the 
hiring of an official censor to read manu-
scripts and pass judgment on their suit-
ability for publication. Fortunately, there 
is little of this type of censorship in the 
United States. However, in the broader 
sense of the definition, censorship is any 
action taken to remove a printed item from 
its potential audience. When arguments 
of libel, obscenity, and national security 
are factored into the equation, it is a won-
der anything makes it to print at all. 
The second broad concept that comes to 
mind when the phrase "right to informa-
tion" is mentioned, deals with the "right 
to access published information.'' Indeed, 
in the last decade this has become one of 
the key information policy issues. This is 
where The Right to Information becomes a 
valuable addition to the literature. The 
''free or fee'' debate over accessing online 
databases is one such issue. There is also 
